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ABSTRACT:
Research on speech categorization and phoneme recognition has relied heavily on tasks in which participants listen

to stimuli from a speech continuum and are asked to either classify each stimulus (identification) or discriminate

between them (discrimination). Such tasks rest on assumptions about how perception maps onto discrete responses

that have not been thoroughly investigated. Here, we identify critical challenges in the link between these tasks and

theories of speech categorization. In particular, we show that patterns that have traditionally been linked to

categorical perception could arise despite continuous underlying perception and that patterns that run counter to

categorical perception could arise despite underlying categorical perception. We describe an alternative measure of

speech perception using a visual analog scale that better differentiates between processes at play in speech

categorization, and we review some recent findings that show how this task can be used to better inform our theories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Categorization of speech sounds requires listeners to

extract linguistic information from a highly variable speech

signal. The same phoneme or feature varies in its acoustic

manifestation depending on talker sex, speaking rate, sur-

rounding phonetic context, and various other factors, and

the same constellation of acoustic cue values can be consis-

tent with multiple phonemes. This problem of lack of invari-
ance in the speech signal has been the focus of much

research on speech perception and categorization for

decades (Kluender, 1994; Liberman and Whalen, 2000;

Perkell and Klatt, 2014). How do listeners translate a vari-

able acoustic signal into more discrete units like phonologi-

cal features, phonemes, or words? Given this variability,

the ability to recognize speech segments has often been con-

ceptualized as a two-stage process: first, continuous acoustic

cues are encoded, and second, these cues are mapped onto

categories. This means that recognizing speech segments is

fundamentally a problem of categorization (Holt and Lotto,

2010)—the ability to group perceptually dissimilar tokens.

Theories of how listeners overcome variability in the

continuous speech signal rely on tasks that can accurately

assess how the auditory signal is encoded and later mapped

to categories. However, the conceptual links between classic

categorization or discrimination tasks and the underlying

processes of speech categorization are often unclear, and

issues with these links can lead theories astray. This is par-

ticularly the case as the field has moved from a view—

grounded in categorical perception—that categorization is

necessarily discrete to a more modern view that it is gradient

[see also McMurray and Haskins Laboratories (2022)]. This

shift raises the need for a critical reassessment of the meth-

odologies used to understand these processes and develop-

ment of methods that capture the nature of speech

categorization with fidelity.

II. CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION

For many years, the dominant theory of how listeners

overcome variability in the speech signal was categorical per-
ception (CP) [Liberman et al., 1957; Repp, 1984; for a review

and critique of CP, see McMurray and Haskins Laboratories

(2022)]. This theory posited that listeners rapidly discard

acoustic information that is irrelevant to category identity and

instead directly perceive the category itself. For example, the

principal cue differentiating a /b/ from a /p/ is voice onset

time (VOT): /b/s have short VOTs of �0 ms, whereas /p/s

have longer VOTs of �40 ms; the boundary between the two

is at around 20 ms. However, VOT varies across productions.

CP suggests that despite the variability in the precise VOT of

a given /b/, all tokens are perceived identically, simply as /b/.

The surface variability is discarded during the initial stages of

perception, such that only the category identity is encoded.

While this theory does not spell out precisely how listeners

cope with variability, the existence of CP as an empirical
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phenomenon suggests that listeners solve this problem by cre-
ating the invariance themselves.

Evidence for CP (Liberman et al., 1957) came from two

tasks: discrimination and forced-choice identification.

With respect to identification (Fig. 1, dotted line), CP

suggests that listeners should be insensitive to within-

category differences—a listener should be equally adept at

identifying a token as a /b/ if it has prototypical acoustic

characteristics for the /b/ category or if it falls close to the

boundary with /p/. Identification should reflect largely—or

in the extreme, solely—whether the stimulus falls on the /b/

or /p/ side of the boundary, no matter its VOT. This predicts

sharp changes to identification as the other category for

tokens on the other side of the category boundary.

Second, with respect to discrimination (Fig. 1, solid

line), CP predicts that listeners only perceive category iden-

tity. Here, we use perception to specifically refer to the audi-

tory encoding—the form that initial representations take in

the earliest stages of processing. If listeners’ perceptual

(cue-level) encoding only reflects category identity, they

should be unable to discriminate tokens within a category

(e.g., two acoustically different /b/s); from the earliest stages

of cognitive processing, subcategorical detail is jettisoned.

At the same time, discrimination should be strong for tokens

in different categories (a /b/ vs a /p/), even if the acoustic

distance is held constant. This predicts a discrimination

function with flat, near-chance performance for differences

within categories and sharp spikes for tokens that cross the

boundary (Fig. 1, solid line). This profile of discrimination

is the crucial hallmark of CP.1 Since typical discrimination

tasks do not require labeling in principle, they are thought to

assess the pre-categorical encoding of the auditory input or

phonetic cues. Consequently, this pattern of discrimination

performance is typically interpreted as evidence that the

low-level perceptual encoding of speech and the mapping

from encoding to categories are one and the same—

categorization occurs immediately during initial stages of

cognitive processing of speech stimuli.

Early work in speech categorization revealed just these

patterns of discrimination and identification. This led to

widespread acceptance of CP (Harnad, 1987; Repp, 1984)

and its theoretical claim that listeners discard continuous

acoustic detail. However, this conclusion depends on the

assumption that discrimination and identification tasks

directly reflect the underlying processes of categorization

and auditory encoding of speech (respectively) and that,

therefore, these two processes are isomorphic.

Many of the theoretical claims of CP ultimately with-

ered in the face of later research using other methods, such

as priming (Andruski et al., 1994), continuous rating scales

(Massaro and Cohen, 1983; Miller and Volaitis, 1989), the

visual world paradigm (VWP) (McMurray et al., 2002), and

event-related potentials (ERPs) (Toscano and McMurray,

2010). These provided convergent evidence that listeners

maintain continuous information throughout the process of

speech categorization and even into word recognition.

Listeners exhibit clear gradiency in their speech categoriza-

tion with some tokens being categorized as more robust

exemplars than others [see McMurray and Haskins

Laboratories (2022) for review]. Despite this theoretical

consensus, the methodological assumption about discrimina-

tion and identification tasks remains largely unquestioned;

forced-choice identification and, to a lesser extent, discrimi-

nation tasks are to this day considered standard ways of

measuring speech categorization and auditory encoding of

speech sounds.

As we argue next, detailed analysis of how task charac-

teristics shape these measures has long suggested a more

complicated story (Carney et al., 1977; Gerrits and

Schouten, 2004; Pisoni and Tash, 1974; Schouten et al.,
2003). Both standard discrimination and forced-choice iden-

tification tasks may inadvertently incorporate other cogni-

tive and decision processes, and these other processes might

warp or mask the ability of the tasks to clearly index how

listeners categorize speech sounds. This has long been dis-

cussed in the context of discrimination tasks; however,

FIG. 1. Classic patterns of identification (dotted line)

and discrimination (solid line) performance that led to

theories of CP.
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it has received less attention for identification, the focus of

this review.

III. DISCRIMINATION TASKS

Substantial work has explored the underlying logic of

using discrimination to assess (pre-categorical) auditory

encoding of continuous cues (Gerrits and Schouten, 2004;

Massaro and Cohen, 1983; Pisoni and Tash, 1974). This

work has cast doubt on the interpretation of the initial results

favoring CP. Many of the original studies establishing CP

(Liberman et al., 1957) tested discrimination using an ABX

procedure, in which two different stimuli are played in

sequence (AþB), followed by a third (X) that matches the

first or second. The participant’s task is to say which of the

first two matched the third. In this task, inability to discrimi-

nate the sounds should result in chance-level performance.

This was found when stimuli lay within the same phonetic

category, even as discrimination was strong for tokens that

span the boundary (though few studies found true chance-

level performance within categories).

Since the ABX task could be done without any labeling

on the basis of the auditory percept alone, these results were

interpreted as evidence that lower-level perceptual encoding

is based largely on categorical information. However,

deeper consideration of the task suggested that the ABX

task may not isolate effects of perceptual discrimination

from labeling (Gerrits and Schouten, 2004; Pisoni and Tash,

1974; Schouten et al., 2003). The pattern of chance-level

performance within a category depends on the exact nature

of the discrimination task, and there is substantial evidence

for within-category discrimination in several tasks. Pisoni

and Tash (1974) measured reaction time in an AX same-

different judgment task and found that within-category judg-

ments of non-acoustically-identical stimuli elicited slower

RTs than did identical stimuli, suggesting that the within-

category differences were indeed perceived. Critically, they

demonstrated that a distinct second stage of processing

between encoding and categorization explains discrepancies

between measures and suggested that the original ABX

tasks were sensitive to both auditory encoding and later cat-

egorization processes. Similarly, Carney et al. (1977)

showed substantial within-category discrimination using an

oddball task.

Gerrits and Schouten (2004) more systematically

explored the basis of the poor within-category discrimina-

tion in the ABX task. They reasoned that the ABX task

relies heavily on working memory representations for the

discrimination judgment. The listener is expected to com-

pare the X stimulus with the A and B stimuli; thus, represen-

tations for A and B must be held in memory. However,

memory traces fade with time, and auditory representations

may fade faster and require more resources than lower

dimensional categorical codes (e.g., the phonetic label).

Consequently, in some conditions, listeners are forced to

make discrimination judgments largely on the basis of the

category labels they have assigned to those stimuli.

Schouten et al. (2003) revealed that this memory demand is

particularly problematic in the ABX task, as the reliance on

memory leads to a strong bias to respond that the B stimulus

matches the X stimulus.

To better explore the nature of discrimination, Schouten

et al. (2003) systematically compared discrimination for the

same stimuli in several discrimination tasks. Critically, the

degree to which results matched the predictions of CP was a

function of the memory demands for a task—tasks with

lower memory demands revealed better within-category dis-

crimination—and with the lowest memory-load task (what

they term a 2IFC task), discrimination was strong and

completely unrelated to the category boundary. A particu-

larly notable finding was that with increasing inter-stimulus

intervals (e.g., between the successive stimuli in the dis-

crimination task), performance became more categorical—

again implying the decay of memory representations is a

critical feature.

Even more compellingly, Roberson et al. (2009)

showed that CP effects for non-linguistic stimuli (color per-

ception) could be completely eliminated when memory

demands were removed from the task. In this case, because

the stimuli do not have any inherent temporal component

(unlike speech stimuli), they could be presented simulta-

neously. This presentation revealed a completely flat dis-

crimination function, suggesting that CP effects for color

categories are driven by the working memory demands of

prior discrimination tasks.

These data present a damning view of the initial inter-

pretation of discrimination data in support of CP: in these

studies, poor within-category discrimination likely reflected
what was encoded in working memory and/or how stimuli
were categorized rather than auditory encoding itself. The

closer a task gets to directly assessing the encoding of the

perceptual cues, the more evidence there is that auditory

encoding is not fully predicted by category identity. The

prior evidence of CP in discrimination tasks seems to be an

artifact of the way these tasks measure sensory encoding of

speech.

IV. TOWARD A MORE GRADIENT MODEL
OF PERCEPTION

The conclusion from this work appears to be that pre-

categorical auditory encoding maintains continuous acoustic

detail. This challenges one of the hallmarks of the strongest

form of CP: that perceptual discrimination reflects catego-

ries themselves, without access to subcategorical detail. The

broader theoretical assumption of sharp categorization has

been more directly challenged by an array of tasks using dif-

ferent methods [e.g., priming (Andruski et al., 1994), rating

scales (Allen and Miller, 2004; Massaro and Cohen, 1983;

Miller and Volaitis, 1989); eye-tracking (Kapnoula et al.,
2021; Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021; McMurray et al.,
2002, 2009; Ou et al., 2021); and electroencephalogram

(EEG) (Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021; Sarrett et al., 2020;

Toscano et al., 2010)]. These tasks provide converging evi-

dence that within-category acoustic differences can persist
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through response generation for some tasks. This has been

interpreted as evidence that categorization is not discrete,

but highly graded. For example, VOTs that are close to pro-

totype values (e.g., 50 ms for a /p/) are categorized more

robustly than less canonical VOTs (e.g., 30 ms) that are still

in the same category. Later empirical and theoretical work

has argued that this may in fact be beneficial for categoriza-

tion and word recognition by helping listeners to be more

flexible in making decisions in the face of uncertainty

(Clayards et al., 2008) and to more easily revise initially

incorrect decisions (Kapnoula et al., 2021; McMurray et al.,
2009). This challenges the notion that encoding discards

continuous detail—even at the category level, sensitivity to

fine-grained detail leads listeners to activate phoneme cate-

gories gradiently. Thus, continuous information persists

throughout speech categorization.

V. ET 2, AFC?

The mounting evidence against theoretical claims of CP

and the growing understanding of the nature of discrimina-

tion tasks have substantially curtailed their use as straight-

forward indices of speech perception. However,

identification tasks of the sort used to support CP remain

commonplace and have not received the same thorough

analysis that discrimination tasks have undergone. This task

is worth revisiting.

In a typical forced-choice identification task, partici-

pants hear stimuli that range between two or more proto-

types and then classify each stimulus as a member of one or

the other category in a forced choice between the discrete

category responses [n-alternative forced choice (nAFC);

note that here we focus primarily on 2AFC, but these con-

cerns apply to all forced-choice tasks]. On its surface, this

type of task seems an ideal way to assess speech categoriza-

tion: it is simple and directly captures listeners’ identifica-

tion of the speech stimulus. Indeed, this task has clear,

uncontroversial applications in studies that assess changes

in category boundaries, like in perceptual learning (Kraljic

and Samuel, 2005; Kraljic et al., 2008; Norris et al., 2000),

accent adaptation (Reinisch and Holt, 2014; Sumner, 2011),

talker normalization (Johnson et al., 1999; Strand and

Johnson, 1996), and context effects (Coady et al., 2007;

Holt, 2006). Moreover, the fairly straightforward nature of

the task makes it amenable to use with diverse populations

[e.g., young children (Hazan and Barrett, 2000; Slawinski

and Fitzgerald, 1998), people with language impairments

(Robertson et al., 2009; Serniclaes, 2006; Sussman, 1993),

and non-native speakers (Aoyama et al., 2004; Goriot et al.,
2020; Sebasti�an-Gall�es, 2011; Sebasti�an-Gall�es and Bosch,

2002)]. In these applications, the relevant measure is the

degree to which the estimated boundary moves due to learn-

ing, context, etc.

However, interpretation of other properties of the iden-

tification curve (e.g., the slope and separation of the asymp-

totes or amplitude) may not be as straightforward. CP was

premised on the idea that listeners categorize a stimulus into

discrete options at an early perceptual stage, and this in turn

gives rise to the step-like response function. This made

interpretation of the slope fairly transparent: a departure

from a steep slope clearly derives from some kind of subop-

timal (i.e., not step-like) categorization process. However,

with the fall of CP, this underlying model cannot be

assumed, and we now believe that the underlying categori-

zation function is not step-like at all and is better character-

ized by a gradient transition between phonemes. As we

argue next, this creates a large interpretive ambiguity for

forced-choice identification tasks that show CP-like pat-

terns. Critically, why does identification seem categorical if

perception is not?

These challenges seem to be particularly relevant for

studies of individual differences [e.g., second language (L2)

learners] or clinical populations (e.g., dyslexia), where

forced-choice identification is regularly used as an index of

speech categorization ability. In these paradigms, categori-

cal response patterns are thought to reflect “strong” ability

(Coady et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2009; Serniclaes,

2006; Sussman, 1993). Here, the focus is typically on the

slope of the categorization function—how sharply do listen-

ers shift from primarily one response to another. This inter-

pretation (premised on CP) relies on this assumption of

optimal responding. A steep slope is thought to reflect a

well-defined, sharp perceptual category boundary—that

is, effective CP at the level of initial auditory encoding

[Fig. 2(A)]. Meanwhile, weak categorical perception would

be indicated by a shallower slope, with the mean of

responses in a middle region for tokens closer to the cate-

gory boundary [Fig. 2(B)]. Note that in this context, a shal-

low slope reflects a “deficit in categorical precision”

(Serniclaes, 2006), or “weak categorization” (Robertson

et al., 2009), given that CP is thought to be the typical and

optimal response pattern. That is, according to CP, even

though all participants are underlyingly categorical, some

may have noisy auditory encoding or cue-to-category map-

ping. As a result, stimuli close to the boundary could some-

times be errantly perceived as the wrong category, but they

are still thought to be perceived categorically (that is, they

are “fully” or completely in the wrong category). This noisy

encoding leads them to look gradient in the aggregate.

There are two related problems with this interpretation.

First, it assumes that the CP-derived pattern of responding is

optimal and therefore any deviation from sharp categoriza-

tion must be suboptimal. Yet/however, if the activation of

speech categories is gradient (and this is beneficial for lis-

teners), is this the case? Shouldn’t listeners be striving for a

shallower (more gradient) slope? Second, this interpretation

of the slope as an index of the quality or nature of speech

categorization rests on the assumption that the proportion of

responses is a veridical index of the underlying auditory

encoding and subsequent categorization of the acoustic

information. That is, the assumed model suggests that a

choice of one of the two responses is a straightforward prob-

abilistic readout of initial encoding, where a single category

identity is perceived. In fact, as we argue here, if there is
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uncertainty about (1) the degree of noise in the encoding of

cues like VOT, (2) the underlying category structure, and

(3) the mapping between categories and responses (as there

appears to be for special populations), then the 2AFC slope

is ambiguous: both steep and shallow slopes can arise from

both categorical and gradient encoding.

A. Steep slopes can mean different things

A steep slope is classically taken as one piece of evidence

for CP; the listener is thought to discard irrelevant (within-

category) stimulus variability. This makes sense if a listener’s

speech categorization maps cleanly onto the 2AFC response

space (e.g., phonemes like /b/ or /p/) [Fig. 3(A)]. In this sce-

nario, steep slopes emerge because a listener has an underly-

ingly categorical encoding of the perceptual cues, which is

then mapped directly onto the two responses. That is, listeners

“hear” the stimulus as /b/ or /p/ and then respond accordingly.

This is the assumption in classic forms of CP. Specifically, the

idea is that categorization is already accomplished during

auditory encoding (or encoding is so substantially warped by

categorization that category identity is the primary determiner

of encoding), such that the mapping from perception to cate-

gorization is essentially a copy process. In this assumption,

whether we measure at encoding or at categorization is irrele-

vant, as both stages are predicted to be categorical.

Alternatively, the two stages could operate more inde-

pendently but still produce a pattern of responses with a

steep slope between categories. In this case, listeners might

hear the fine-grained differences within a category (e.g.,

Toscano and McMurray, 2010) but still impose a fairly rigid

threshold when mapping cue values to categories: a VOT

below 20 ms always maps to a /b/ [Fig. 3(B)]. In this case,

the initial encoding is continuous, but the mapping from

cues to categories discards the continuous information.

Yet another alternative could yield steep categorization

slopes despite gradient category mapping. In this case, the

mapping from cues to categories could also itself be graded

(e.g., Miller, 1997) [Fig. 3(C)], but the nature of the 2AFC

task could force the participant to respond with a dichoto-

mous choice despite underlyingly graded activation of

categories. This assumes some kind of intermediate

response-mapping process to convert a graded category

judgment to a discrete response in the particular experiment

(a linking hypothesis).2 One could obtain a categorical func-

tion if this category-to-response-mapping process takes the

form of a winner-take-all mechanism in which the listener

always chooses the response that is most probable [which

Nearey and Hogan (1986) argue is the optimal response

function]. For example, if a stimulus that is 60% /b/-like

leads to a /b/ response every time, then any gradations in the

underlying category mapping would be lost during response

generation, and we would expect the same steep slope as

assumed for CP. Critically, this latter case produces steep

categorization because of the process of response generation

rather than from perceptual or categorization processes—at

every level, the speech processing is gradient! Given the

strong evidence from Miller’s and Massaro’s work (Massaro

and Cohen, 1983; Miller, 1997) for a gradient prototype-like

structure to categories, some version of this must be true to

account for sharp categorization results in forced-choice

tasks. This process of winner-take-all categorization would

result in the same steep categorization function described

for the classic CP pattern, but it arises at a different point in

the process (Nearey and Hogan, 1986).

Thus, a steep slope can emerge from at least three dif-

ferent situations, two of which include some element of gra-

diency in the system.

B. Shallow slopes can mean different things

The same interpretive difficulties arise for shallow

slopes. The classic interpretation is that a shallow slope

reflects noise at the level of auditory encoding. A listener

might be truly categorical but have noise in their encoding

of cues like VOT [Fig. 3(D)]. That is, on some trials, a VOT

of 15 (a /b/) is actually heard as 25 ms (a /p/). In this sce-

nario, even if the listener has a discrete boundary, on some

trials, the noise in the cue encoding would cause the catego-

rization response to “flip” due to errant encoding. Note that

this same noise could not make a large impact near the end

points—if a 50 ms VOT is heard as 40 ms, it would still be a

FIG. 2. (Color online) Response profiles in the 2AFC task. The black curve signifies the mean responses, and the blue dots signify individual responses on

each trial. (A) A categorical pattern, with highly consistent responses to each item in the continuum. (B) A less categorical pattern, with increasing inconsis-

tency to items close to the category boundary.
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/p/. As such, noise in perceptual encoding would lead to

more errant responses near the boundary. Aggregated across

repetitions, this would produce a shallow slope. Supporting

this, Ou and Yu (2022) constructed neural representational

dissimilarity matrices and found that listeners with steeper

2AFC slopes showed more veridical speech encoding in

subcortical areas (higher similarity between acoustic and

subcortical representations), supporting the idea that the

2AFC slope reflects perceptual noise.

However, a shallow slope could also emerge because of

gradient encoding and categorization. In this case [Fig.

3(E)], listeners maintain continuous detail throughout the

system and then do their best to map this continuous detail

onto the response space. This could occur if listeners use a

form of probability matching to map their underlying cate-

gorization onto a response (Clayards et al., 2008)—if a lis-

tener perceives a token as 60% /b/ but 40% /p/, they might

identify this token as /b/ on 60% of the trials. This again

would result in a shallow slope for the categorization func-

tion, which is consistent with good perceptual encoding and

gradient categorization. This interpretation of the 2AFC is

consistent with the graded nature of speech perception.

Thus, a shallow slope in a 2AFC task could be consis-

tent with either categorical cue-to-category mapping or a

gradient one.

C. The 2AFC’s slope tells us nothing about
the underlying perceptual encoding

As we have described, categorical patterns can arise

despite gradient encoding and even gradient categorization,

and gradient patterns (shallow slopes) can emerge despite CP.

Yet other patterns are also possible—for example, noise in the

response function that maps categories to responses could

affect the shape of the categorization function completely

independent of encoding and categorization. Depending on

the assumed model of categorization, this response-level noise

could affect the slope of the function or the degree of separa-

tion of the asymptotes (a common observation in studies of

impaired listeners). Indeed, some populations are likely to

have noisier response mappings—for example, younger chil-

dren are notoriously noisy in their responses (Vane and Motta,

1980). This population-level difference is hugely problematic

for attempts to compare speech perception ability between

groups [e.g., developmental studies (Hazan and Barrett, 2000;

FIG. 3. (Color online) Potential mappings between encoding, categorization, and responding in the 2AFC task and the VAS task. This includes an initial

encoding process, in which more continuous encoding is signaled by a color gradient, and more categorical encoding is signaled by more dichotomous color

transitions; a categorization process of mapping to some form of speech categories (here identified as phonemes), which is also the expected mapping to the

continuous VAS responses; and a 2AFC response process when binary response options are given, with similar color coding. (A) The classic CP assump-

tions, with clear categorical encoding that leads to discrete categories and unambiguous discrete responding. (B) A pattern in which continuous cue encoding

maps to discrete categories via a winner-take-all mapping. This function leads to discrete responses that look like CP. (C) A pattern in which gradient cue

encoding maps onto gradient categories, but then a winner-take-all response function leads to discrete responses that mirror CP patterns. (D) A pattern in

which categorical encoding includes encoding noise, such that stimuli are sometimes misencoded. This maps onto discrete categories, but the noise at encod-

ing means that stimuli near the category boundary are more likely to elicit the wrong category response. This leads to a shallow slope. (E) A pattern in which

continuous encoding maps onto graded categories, which are then mapped to responses using probability matching. This leads to a shallow slope.
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McQueen et al., 2012; Slawinski and Fitzgerald, 1998) and

comparing typical populations to those with language impair-

ment (Blomert and Mitterer, 2004; Noordenbos et al., 2012)];

what seems to be evidence of group-level differences in how

speech is perceived and categorized might instead reflect dif-

ferences in how the groups map categories onto the forced-

choice response space.

The uncertainty as to how an underlying percept is

mapped to categories and then to a forced choice makes it

difficult to divorce differences in the encoding of cues from

differences in how they map to categories and then to

responses. The slope of a 2AFC categorization function

bears no necessary relationship to a listener’s underlying

auditory encoding—noise in encoding or response genera-

tion could make them appear more gradient than they really

are, or the forced choice of either /b/ or /p/ could introduce a

need to convert continuous category representations into

discrete response options. Thus, the 2AFC task lacks dis-

criminant validity and measurement specificity as a tool for

measuring whether speech categorization is graded or cate-

gorical. Differences between populations (or even between

listeners) could arise at several levels, and the same pattern

across populations could arise from different constellations

of underlying processes.

A key source of these concerns is the fact that the slope

of the function is based entirely on binary responses that are

averaged across repetitions. A shallow slope can only emerge

if a participant provides variable responses to the same token

across repetitions (e.g., selecting /b/ on 60% of repetitions of

a given stimulus and /p/ on 40%). Thus, participants cannot

report a gradient percept for an individual trial—on each trial,

they are required to identify the token as /b/ or /p/ (for exam-

ple), even if their category representation fell somewhere

between the two. A listener can only demonstrate gradiency

in the aggregate across multiple repetitions for a stimulus.

However, because this pattern emerges only because of

inconsistent responses to stimuli, it might signal encoding

noise instead of true gradiency. This is why the nature of the

response mapping (winner-take-all vs probability matching)

can play such a big role in deriving predictions for a 2AFC

task. In contrast, if there was a way to more directly estimate

how listeners categorize stimuli on individual trials, one

could in principle separate these factors by looking at the

consistency of the individual responses as well as the aggre-

gate patterns of responses across stimuli and repetitions.

This ambiguity in the factors that elicit slope differ-

ences in 2AFC tasks could lead to dramatic misinterpreta-

tions of speech categorization, particularly in studies

comparing between groups. For example, in the case of

development, younger children often show shallower slopes

(Hazan and Barrett, 2000; Slawinski and Fitzgerald, 1998),

but this cannot tell us if shallower slopes are due to higher

noise [Fig. 3(D)] or higher gradiency [Fig. 3(E)]. McMurray

et al. (2018) directly divorced these two using eye-tracking.

They found that younger children had shallower slopes than

older children when measured by forced-choice identifica-

tion, consistent with most prior work. However, these same

younger children showed substantially less sensitivity to

within-category detail in the pattern of eye movements

to lexical competitors. This is analogous to being more
categorical! That is, their 2AFC slopes do not reflect

over-sensitivity to fine-grained detail, but rather noise in the

system (and increased sensitivity is obtained when this is

overcome later in development).

Similar conflicts between encoding, categorization, and

response mapping could arise for other population compari-

sons. For example, L2 learners and people with language

disorders might have gradient response profiles, while steep

response functions are assumed to be the end goal—i.e.,

these listeners are supposed to be working toward CP. Much

bilingualism research has relied on this assumption and con-

sequently relied on problematic discrimination tasks to

assess L2 language ability (Aoyama et al., 2004; Goriot

et al., 2020; Sebasti�an-Gall�es, 2011; Sebasti�an-Gall�es and

Bosch, 2002; Werker and Tees, 1987). As a result, other fac-

tors such as the learners’ age of acquisition and proficiency

are often interpreted to reflect “non-native” discrimination

skills (Bosch, 2010). However, the increasing evidence that

skilled listeners maintain continuous detail through categori-

zation casts doubt that CP should be the end goal for these

populations. In fact, for a bilingual listener confronted with

multiple overlapping phonological systems, it may be more

optimal to maintain a gradient mapping between cues and

categories to permit more flexibility. Instead, it is possible

that increasing steepness in their responses on 2AFC tasks

might reflect changes in how they map categories to

responses [e.g., the distinction between Figs. 3(C) and 3(E)]

rather than changes in their encoding and that the more gra-

dient functions of early L2 learners could be an adaptive

response to uncertainty. Without a clear mechanistic defini-

tion of what constitutes successful categorization, it is

unclear how to interpret these results.

VI. ALTERNATIVE PARADIGMS

Several alternative approaches have been used to pro-

vide a more nuanced view of the nature of speech categori-

zation, and these have often produced a different view than

the standard identification tasks. These tasks overcome

some of the difficulties with the 2AFC and may allow us to

isolate different aspects of the system. However, they all

face theoretical challenges to their interpretation and/or

practical challenges to their use.

One simple way to bypass the purely dichotomous

nature of 2AFC is to ask listeners to rate the goodness of

individual tokens (Allen and Miller, 1999; Massaro and

Cohen, 1983; Miller and Volaitis, 1989). A listener might

label two tokens as both /b/ with high consistency but still

recognize that one is more prototypical of the /b/ category

than another. Such a case would predict a categorical pattern

of identification responses despite more continuous underly-

ing categorization [e.g., Fig. 3(E)]. Miller and colleagues

have used such tasks across several studies and find that lis-

teners’ ratings show a great deal of sensitivity to within-
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category acoustic detail, as listeners judge tokens closer to

the category boundary to be less good exemplars of the cate-

gory (Miller and Volaitis, 1989). This suggests that listeners

are able to retain the within-category acoustic detail when

the task is structured appropriately to assess it.

Other studies use priming to indirectly assess whether

different tokens within a category activate words to varying

degrees (Andruski et al., 1994). Under CP, within-category

acoustic variation should not impact word recognition—

activation of the word king should be identical whether the

VOT of the onset /k/ is highly prototypical or closer to the

boundary with /g/, as long as it is on the /k/ side. However,

the opposite is attested; Andruski and colleagues found less

priming for a semantically related word after hearing a word

closer to a category boundary—king with a less prototypical

/k/ produces less priming of queen than it does with a proto-

typical /k/ [see also Utman et al. (2000)]. This suggests that

listeners are sensitive to these minute within-category differ-

ences and that this subcategorical information cascades

through to lexical-level processing.

One concern with these tasks is that they use fairly indi-

rect means and metalinguistic judgments to assess speech

categorization. The goodness-rating task asks a listener to

make a subjective judgment of the quality of a stimulus,

which might entail processes outside of speech categoriza-

tion. Their subjective interpretation of the instructions might

lead them to judge a stimulus as “bad” based on acoustic but

non-phonetic criteria, such as voice quality. That is, a lis-

tener might exhibit CP within the speech system but still

retain continuous acoustic detail for non-phonemic judg-

ments of things like voice quality. In addition, this task dis-

sociates with speech categorization for some stimuli—a

token that is non-prototypical but far from the category

boundary (e.g., a heavily pre-voiced /b/) might be rated as

low on goodness but would be unlikely to garner any per-

ceptual support as a /p/ (or any other non-/b/ phoneme). On

the other hand, the priming task relies on indirect sequelae

of within-category variation: the speed of lexical judgments

of another word presented after the item of interest. This

requires a chain of several assumptions to link the behavior

to speech perception. In addition, there is no measurement

of how the listener actually identifies the prime token.

Variations in the mean lexical decision times after the dif-

ferent primes might arise because of variations in listeners’

category boundaries—listeners might identify the prime as

ging on some trials and, thus, produce less priming despite

perceiving categorically.

More direct approaches attempt to assess how the lis-

tener processes speech in real time, using non-dichotomous

measures. Eye-tracking in the VWP has shown that the

dynamics of fixations to items vary as a function of within-

category acoustic differences (Dahan et al., 2001;

McMurray et al., 2003, 2009; Salverda et al., 2003). In a

variant of this task used to study speech categorization, a

participant hears tokens from a speech continuum (e.g.,

beach-peach) and sees a display that includes pictures of

each end point, as well as unrelated foils (McMurray et al.,

2003). Eye movements to the pictures are measured as they

hear each token, and the proportion of trials in which a lis-

tener fixates a given target across time is thought to reflect

the degree to which a word is activated (Allopenna et al.,
1998). In this version, the VWP allows a dissociation

between the final response and the way that words were acti-

vated before the listener generated this response because

analysis can be conditioned on the item that was ultimately

selected (e.g., only consider trials where the listener clicked

beach as the target) to see whether the pattern of looks pre-

ceding a beach response varies for different acoustic tokens.

This can directly disentangle the response from the pro-

cesses preceding it by (at least in the aggregate) avoiding

averaging trials with different categorical judgments.

Consider a situation in which on some trials a listener dis-

cretely heard a VOT of 10 ms (normally a /b/) as a /p/. They

then fixated it, bumping up the average. However, on these

trials, they should also click on the /p/, and the trial would

be discarded. Thus, the inferential logic of conditioning the

analysis of eye movements on the response avoids some

kinds of averaging artifacts.

This approach has provided strong evidence that listen-

ers encode and use subcategorical acoustic detail despite cat-

egorical identification (McMurray et al., 2003; McMurray

et al., 2009). As mentioned above, McMurray et al. (2018)

used this approach and found shallow identification slopes

for young children but more categorical patterns of eye

movements. This pattern highlights the dissociation between

perception and response and reinforces the need to consider

the multiple processes that contribute to responses in speech

tasks in tandem.

However, the VWP also faces interpretive hurdles. On

the practical level, this approach requires a large number of

trials to gather interpretable data. This can limit the applica-

bility of this approach for some questions—long studies

with lots of repetition are not always feasible. In addition,

high numbers of repetitions could also affect processing

strategies; as listeners become more attuned to the specific

stimuli, they may begin to focus on aspects they would not

in a typical, non-experimental speech context. More impor-

tantly, at any given point in time, a participant is either look-

ing at a target picture (e.g., of the beach), or they are not—

the measure is binary. The interpretation that listeners pro-

cess speech gradiently arises from aggregation of many time

points over several trials; the proportion of trials when the

beach is fixated is lower for /b/s close to the category

boundary than prototypical /b/s, but on any individual trial,

at any given time, they either are—or are not—looking at

beach. Although many of the averaging concerns are han-

dled by controlling for the ultimate identification (they

clicked beach in each case), it is nonetheless tricky to argue

for a gradient mapping from a binary response. For example,

though it is implausible, some have argued that listeners

might always have a discrete interpretation at any given

point in time but vacillate between them over time within a
trial. When fixations over different time points are averaged,

it could make it look like a graded percept [see, for example,
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Spivey et al. (2005), who introduced this concern and ruled

it out using mouse-tracking].

A related approach uses ERPs (e.g., Toscano et al.,
2010). ERPs are measurements of brain activity that are

time-locked to a presented stimulus, so they can be used to

index whether and when a listener shows differences in

processing sub-categorically different stimuli. This method

has been used to show that initial acoustic processing in the

N1 component, approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset,

reflects continuous acoustic information, independent of cat-

egory identity (Getz and Toscano, 2021; Toscano et al.,
2010). More recently, Sarrett and colleagues leveraged this

approach to show clear electrophysiological evidence for

maintenance of continuous acoustic information during later

processing stages up to 900 ms post-stimulus (Sarrett et al.,
2020). This confirms the argument from discrimination tasks

that the auditory encoding of acoustic/phonetic cues is con-

tinuous and that graded representations persist for substan-

tial periods during processing.

Similar ERP components have also been used to exam-

ine the gradiency of categorization following a similar logic

to the VWP. In this case, the P3 (which is elicited

�300–800 ms post-stimulus) is an index of perceived cate-

gory prototypicality. That is, if listeners are tracking fine-

grained detail, the P3 should be strongest at 0 ms and get

smaller as the VOT approaches the boundary. Critically,

like in the VWP, analysis can be predicated on the ultimate

response, thus ruling out some types of averaging effects

(Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021; Toscano et al., 2010).

However, ERPs still face many of the same implemen-

tation and interpretation issues as the VWP. They depend on

a very large number of trials to overcome trial-level noise.

Moreover, even though the measure is fundamentally con-

tinuous, individual trials are uninterpretable, making it diffi-

cult to use the trial-by-trial variation to make inferences

about the system. Finally, the use of averaging in ERP

leaves us in the same conundrum as other averaging techni-

ques. Although we can condition analysis on the explicit

response, it is possible that things that look gradient might

reflect different subsets of trials in which participants briefly

entertained the alternative categorical interpretation.

Moreover, paradigms like the VWP and the P3 in which

analysis of each trial is predicated on a given response have

another problem: they limit interpretation to only half of the

continuum at a time. This is also true in phoneme goodness

ratings; the dimensions that constitute a good /p/ in general

may not be the same as the ones that contrast a /p/ from a /b/

or a /p/ from a /t/. The implicit contrast afforded by a 2AFC

task serves to highlight the dimensions that are most rele-

vant in the task.

The VWP and ERP studies, in fact, do highlight this

contrast but still do not allow us to analyze the full contin-

uum in a satisfactory way. In the VWP, we analyze looks to

the peach for all trials in which the participant signaled that

they heard beach; the P3 is analyzed only for trials in which

they said the target was present; and in the prototypicality

work, listeners are explicitly told to rate how good of a /p/

the stimulus was. This only gives us information about per-

ception of one side of the contrast, making the task some-

thing of a 1AFC. This, in turn, makes it difficult to

understand what is going on toward the center of the contin-

uum, where participants might be less confident in the cate-

gory identity of the stimuli. In fact, the confidence in the

eye-movement record or ERP record goes down in exactly

these portions of the continuum as these are the regions in

which the listener is more likely to choose the other cate-

gory (and, therefore, the regions in which more trials are

discarded).

This limitation of VWP/ERP tasks in measuring catego-

rization close to the boundary appears particularly problem-

atic in light of recent evidence showing that differences in

categorization gradiency are largely due to differences in

the degree of perceptual warping of acoustic cues close to

the boundary (Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021). That is, it is

difficult to measure precisely the region that may be of most

interest. The classic 2AFC task had the advantage of direct

comparison of all trials no matter what response was chosen.

We thus need techniques that also have this advantage but

that also avoid the hazards of forced-choice tasks.

VII. A PROMISING ALTERNATIVE: THE VISUAL
ANALOG SCALE (VAS)

A promising alternative task embraces the continuous

decisions of Miller’s rating scales but focuses responses on

phonetic judgments along a continuum. We call this task the

VAS task3 [Kapnoula et al., 2017; Kong and Edwards,

2016; Munson and Carlson, 2016; see also Massaro and

Cohen (1983)]. The VAS capitalizes on the benefits of tasks

like 2AFC, which directly ask listeners about their phonetic/

lexical interpretations of stimuli in a context that explicitly

highlights the relevant dimension (by contrasting two cate-

gories). At the same time, the continuous task allows partici-

pants to report more continuous representations for a single

trial.

In the VAS task, listeners hear tokens along a speech

continuum (e.g., /b/–/p/) and respond by marking on a line

how closely they correspond to either end point.4 This line

represents a scale between these end points—the listener

can signify if the token is a perfect /b/, a perfect /p/, or

somewhere in between. Figure 4 displays a version of this

task used in developmental research by several of the

authors of this paper as part of the Growing Words Project.

The VAS task removes the need for listeners to convert

a potentially continuous categorization space into a dichoto-

mous response space. In Fig. 3, the VAS would be expected

to allow a more direct mapping between continuous levels

of category activation and the response space, rather than

requiring dichotomous responding. Additionally, it removes

the uncertainty of forced-choice tasks as to whether listeners

probability-match or use a winner-take-all decision rule.

This is because gradiency can be assessed within individual

trials, instead of via the average response across trials. In

this way, the task can better differentiate between gradient

categorization and variable responding. Last, in contrast to
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single-category goodness ratings, VAS better reflects speech

categorization as the two anchor categories focus the listen-

ers’ attention on the phonetically relevant dimension(s).

A. Indices of categorization5

In some ways, the VAS functions similarly to a 2AFC

task. Ratings of stimuli can be averaged and plotted akin to

the 2AFC task to assess things like slope and category
boundary [Fig. 5(A)]. Unlike the 2AFC task, however, lis-

teners need not be strongly biased toward 0 and 1 and even

at the end points may show an asymptote that does not reach

either end point. This raises two additional indices that are

not commonly considered in 2AFC work: the amplitude (the

distance between the asymptotes of the function), and

the bias (if there is an overall bias to respond to one end of

the continuum, regardless of step). All four of these indices

are similar to those that might be used in the 2AFC task.

However, there are two key advantages to VAS.

Note that amplitude (and closely related bias) has not

always been included in psychometric approaches for

2AFC, in part because of an (often untested) assumption

that forced-choice responding will lead to unambiguous

responses to the end points. It is possible to fit 2AFC data

(and also VAS data) with a two-parameter function that

only estimates slope and crossover category boundary and

assumes saturation at 0% and 100%. However, such an

assumption can substantially alter slope estimates

(Wichmann and Hill, 2001); a function with low amplitude

but steep slopes may be estimated to have shallower slopes

if amplitude is ignored. This is true for both 2AFC and VAS

tasks.

First, in the VAS, the scores are not all 0 and 1, so

effective estimates of categorization functions require sub-

stantially fewer trials. In principle, a single repetition of

each token in the continuum could produce a continuous

measure of perceptual judgment. In practice, reliable esti-

mates of categorization require some stimulus repetition.

Kong and Edwards (2016) achieved moderate test-retest

reliability (r¼ 0.48) of gradiency estimates with a design

including three repetitions of each stimulus. Three repeti-

tions have proven sufficient to estimate categorization in

several other studies as well (Kapnoula et al., 2017;

Kapnoula et al., 2021; Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021).

This is substantially fewer repetitions than are needed for a

2AFC task, in which gradiency can only be assessed by

inconsistently responding to the same stimulus across repeti-

tions. However, further research is needed to determine the

optimal number of repetitions needed for reliability for dif-

ferent analytic approaches.

FIG. 4. (Color online) A schematic of the VAS response display as used for a developmental population. The bar in the middle is compressed here for visu-

alization purposes; in practice, it would extend across the length allowed by the monitor. When a participant makes a response by touching or clicking along

the bar, their response is marked by a line that appears at that location.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Indices of categorization in the VAS and possible patterns of data. (A) A schematic of averaged responses across a continuum, with

identifiers of measures of amplitude, slope, and bias. (B) Individual responses overlaid on an average curve that shows a shallow slope that arises from low

response variability. (C) An identical average curve that arises from high response variability because of more categorical, but inconsistent, responses.
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Second, and more importantly, these measures are

vastly more interpretable in the VAS task, where we can

also estimate a fifth index: response variability [Figs. 5(B)

and 5(C)]. Early work with the VAS (e.g., Kong and

Edwards, 2016) visualized response variability with a histo-

gram of the continuous responses (across all tokens). This

allows us to ask if listeners tend to respond only with the

end points or if they use the whole scale. However, a histo-

gram defies an easy numerical index (which could be corre-

lated with other measures). Moreover, their approach pools

across continuum steps and, therefore, ignores whether or

not listeners respond in a way that reflects the stimulus (e.g.,

the specific continuum step). That is, it reflects variability of

responses across stimuli, not the variability with which a

single stimulus is classified.

Later work (Kapnoula et al., 2017) introduced a new

way to examine response variability. Kapnoula computed

the average response function for each participant (in this

case using a nonlinear function, but it could also be just the

mean at each step) and then computed the sum of the

squared difference between each individual trial rating and

the mean. This then reflects the averaged consistency or var-

iability with which a listener responds to a specific stimulus

(given the average response to that stimulus). If listeners’

individual responses generally track the mean function, the

sum of squared differences should be low, but if listeners

have high variability (low consistency), the sum of squared

differences should be high.

Response variability by itself may be a highly informa-

tive index of performance—particularly for children or clin-

ical populations. However, its real value is when used

alongside other metrics. By interpreting each of the tradi-

tional categorization indices in light of the response variabil-

ity, we can achieve deeper insight into categorization and

disentangle the kinds of ambiguities highlighted for the

2AFC task—particularly around slope and amplitude.

B. Slope

The VAS gives an estimate of the slope of the categori-

zation function. This can be done over single cues, but it can

also be calculated over multiple acoustic cues, allowing us

to estimate gradiency at the phoneme level rather than the

cue level. This is needed for categories that are defined by

more than one cue (e.g., VOT and F0 for the voicing con-

trasts). Supporting this, Kapnoula et al. (2017) present a

novel nonlinear approach that can simultaneously compute

the weighting of each cue and the slope over the diagonal

boundary in a two-dimensional space [see McMurray (2017)

for software].

The slope is often used as the primary measure of the

degree to which speech categorization is discrete or

gradient—participants with steeper slopes are thought to

have more precise speech categories or to be more categori-

cal than those with shallower slopes. However, when inter-

preted along with response variability, the VAS offers

substantially more insight into the cause of slope

differences.

For 2AFC, a shallow slope necessarily means that

responses to specific stimuli were variable across repeti-

tions—a token with a 60% /b/ score means that it was

labeled as /b/ on 60% of trials and /p/ on 40% of trials.

However, it is not clear whether this variability derives from

noisy auditory encoding or from a gradient mapping (with a

probability readout decision rule). In the VAS, this same

pattern could arise for either reason as well, but they are

now dissociable. First, a shallower slope on average could

arise if the listener responds to the stimulus as 100% /b/-like

on 60% of repetitions and 100% /p/-like on the other 40%—

that is, if they responded identically to the way they would

in 2AFC. However, this pattern could also arise if the token

was marked at 60% of the way to the /b/ end of the scale on

every trial. These two ways of achieving the same mean

score likely reflect very different underlying processes. In

the former, the participant appears to form a categorical per-

cept each time they hear the stimulus but is inconsistent in

which category is heard or which response is generated—

the locus of the effect is noise in perceptual encoding. In the

latter, the participant appears to form a graded percept and

is highly consistent in responding—the locus is in gradient

categorization.

Thus, a listener with a shallow slope, but who exhibits

very consistent responding to stimuli along the scale, is one

who exhibits precise encoding of subcategorical detail. In

contrast, a listener with a shallow slope that arises from

inconsistent responses that vary between the two end points

of the scale might have more categorical encoding but less

consistency in the encoding of acoustic cues. That is, they fit

the model assumed by CP in which they are striving for a

discrete mapping but suffer from noisy cue encoding. This

distinction is important; a shallow slope alone could arise

for very different reasons—which align with very different

theoretical models of perception—and it is not enough on its

own to understand the nature of that listener’s speech cate-

gorization. We would not want to characterize these two

participants as having identical speech categorization pro-

files; the VAS allows us to discriminate the two profiles,

whereas they are confounded in 2AFC. Critically, it is the

fact that response variability is computed relative to the

mean (60%), not just in general, that allows us to separate

these.

C. Amplitude

The amplitude of the function signifies the overall dif-

ference between the asymptotes of the response function (at

the extremes of the continuum). A skilled listener respond-

ing to well-constructed stimuli should respond very close to

one end of the scale for one end point of the continuum and

very close to the other end for the other end point. However,

often end points are not fully at 0% or 100% of the scale for

either response for some tasks or for some populations (e.g.,

people with dyslexia; Manis et al., 1997). In a 2AFC task,
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this means that participants sometimes choose the opposite

response even for the least ambiguous responses, and this is

usually interpreted as pure response noise or even guessing

(and it is often described in psychometric functions as the

“lapse rate”). However, in more modern theoretical views of

speech, this could also derive from a situation in which

speech perception is extremely gradient, biased to one cate-

gory, or one in which the end points are not perceived as

100% representative (maybe competition between the two

categories never fully resolved, or perhaps the listener does

not have clear categories, such as in an L2 case). Under this

view, if listeners adopt a probability-matching rule, this can

then lead to inconsistent responses.

The VAS can differentiate between these sources of

amplitude differences. If this pattern truly represents a lapse

of attention or guessing, one might expect to see high

response variability—on the subset of lapse trials, listeners’

responses are all over the scale. In contrast, if listeners can-

not fully separate the end points, we might expect to see low

variability even as the amplitudes are not 0 or 1.

D. Category boundary

Similar to the 2AFC task, we can estimate a listener’s

category boundary, where judgments transition from one

end point to the other. This boundary is often not of critical

theoretical interest for studies of the speech categorization

gradiency and is often factored out in analyses. However, it

is crucial in studies of context effects, perceptual learning,

accent adaptation, and the like, and it is straightforward to

estimate in VAS. Consequently, switching to a VAS task

yields no loss of information and provides a much richer

and clearer view of other aspects of speech categorization.

For example, a particular perceptual learning manipulation

may shift the boundary, but it may also add uncertainty to

the system, making the slope shallower (Clayards et al.,
2008; Theodore et al., 2020). If this were measured with the

VAS task, one could in principle make stronger claims

about the source of the shallower slope.

E. Bias

The fourth property is the bias, which reflects whether

responses are more likely to be to one side of the scale than

the other. In a 2AFC framework, this would arise because a

listener uses one response more often, regardless of the stim-

ulus. This could be because of an overall bias to press that

button independent of perception or because of a bias in cat-

egorization. In the VAS framework, these are somewhat dif-

ferentiable. An overall bias could arise because listeners

shift all responses toward one end of the continuum but still

use the entire scale—a perceptual bias toward /b/.

Alternatively, it could arise because the listener occasionally

makes a discrete response of one end point, irrespective of

the stimulus—sometimes they respond with /b/ no matter

where on the continuum a stimulus falls. This is common,

for example, in studies of brain-damaged patients (Dial

et al., 2019; Kocsis et al., 2022). These two patterns of

responding could both affect the overall bias, but they are

dissociable using the VAS.

F. Permutations

The previously described indices are not independent

and can be combined and permuted in various ways.

Clearly, some indices are best interpretable in tandem—

slope and response variability are much more meaningful as

a combination when slope is low. Others are highly con-

strained: if the slope is high, response variability is necessar-

ily low, and if the amplitude is near 1.0, bias cannot be other

than 0.50. Thus, many of these may be more properly inter-

preted in a multi-dimensional space. There are also more

targeted measures that may be possible. For example, it may

be theoretically important to separate response variability at

the asymptotes from variability in the boundary region.

Finer grained analyses of the mean response at the boundary

region may also be helpful for investigating warping; for

example, one could compare the responses near the bound-

ary to an idealized gradient or categorical function. Finally,

RTs might offer further insight into the nature of the pro-

cesses that lead to a response in the VAS, though the task

may need to be modified to make RTs more reliable (for

example, by encouraging rapid responding and not allowing

listeners to change their responses). In sum, the flexibility

permitted by the VAS task may enable a richer and more

multi-dimensional picture of speech categorization than can

be obtained with forced-choice tasks.

VIII. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE VAS

Further investigation and development will improve the

ability to link the VAS to underlying speech categorization

processes. However, notable work has already demonstrated

its validity and utility as a measure.

For example, Kong and Edwards (2016) asked whether

participants’ VAS responding is consistent across sessions.

They tested adults on a /da/–/ta/ continuum, asking them to

rate each stimulus on a continuous scale. Some participants

preferred the end points of the line (i.e., their responding

was more categorical), while others were more gradient,

using the entire range of available responses. Importantly,

participants performed this task (among others) twice, in

two experimental sessions separated by about 1 week. The

results showed significant correlations between the two ses-

sions, both in terms of participants’ overall use of the scale

(r¼ 0.48) and in terms of how much they used the primary

cue (VOT; r¼ 0.67). Note that other estimates of test-retest

reliability are needed for other analytic approaches.

More recently, Kapnoula and McMurray (2021)

assessed the task’s validity, providing confirmation that the

VAS task reflects sensitivity to within-category differences.

The same participants performed a number of tasks, includ-

ing a VAS task, a VWP task designed to assess speech cate-

gorization gradiency at the lexical level (McMurray et al.,
2002), and an EEG task designed to assess speech categori-

zation gradiency at the level of speech categories (Toscano
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et al., 2010). It was, thus, expected that the three measures

would be related. Indeed, for both the VWP and the ERP

task, the key effect (the slope of the fixations or P3 as a

function of VOT) was related to the slope of the VAS

responses. Listeners with more gradient VAS responding

showed a larger effect of within-category differences on

competitor fixations in the VWP and a larger drop off

(within-category) in the P3 as the VOT approached the

boundary. This pattern suggests that all three measures are

tapping something fundamental about speech categorization

[see also Kapnoula et al. (2021)].

As mentioned above, a shallow identification slope can

reflect response variability, sensitivity to subcategorical dif-

ferences, or a mixture of the two. Even though this applies

to both 2AFC and VAS tasks, only the latter provides an

independent measure of response variability. Taking advan-

tage of this possibility, Kapnoula et al. (2017) examined the

degree to which response variability was related to each

type of identification slope. Specifically, to extract a mea-

sure of response variability, they first computed the differ-

ence between the predicted and actual rating for each VAS

trial and then computed the standard deviation of the resid-

uals. A set of correlational analyses showed that more con-

sistent VAS raters had steeper 2AFC slopes (marginally

significant), whereas no relationship was found between

response variability and VAS slope (and the trend was in the

opposite direction). These results suggest that the 2AFC

slope is more likely to reflect noise in encoding or differ-

ences in category-response mapping rather than perceptual

gradiency, whereas VAS slope is more likely to reflect gra-

dient perception of speech categories. This idea is also in

line with recent results by Fuhrmeister and Myers (2021),

who used structural functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) and found that speech gradiency and response vari-

ability (extracted from a VAS-type task) have distinct struc-

tural underpinnings.

IX. INITIAL SUCCESSES OF THE VAS AND
PROMISING DIRECTIONS

Given the validity and reliability of the VAS measure

of speech categorization gradiency, a number of recent stud-

ies have begun using it to ask more fundamental questions

about why some people are more gradient than others and

whether there are consequences for gradient categorization

for spoken language processing.

Kapnoula and McMurray (2021) addressed the first

question, by examining the N1 ERP component. As men-

tioned above, this component is thought to reflect the contin-

uous encoding of acoustic/cue information (e.g., of VOT),

independent of phoneme category identity (Toscano et al.,
2010). Kapnoula and McMurray (2021) used this component

to ask whether individual differences in VAS responses

reflect differences in the early perception of acoustic cues.

Indeed, results showed that the linear relationship between

N1 and VOT was disrupted in the perceptual space around

the category boundary, but only for listeners who exhibited

a more categorical pattern of VAS responding. This finding

not only further validates the VAS task as a measure of

speech processing, but it also points to early cue encoding

as a source of gradiency. This finding also fits nicely with

the pattern of results across experiments showing that corre-

lations between VAS slopes for different continua depend

on the acoustic similarity between stimuli sets (Kapnoula

et al., 2017; Kapnoula et al., 2021). Together, these results

suggest that individual differences in gradiency are most

likely due to patterns of encoding of specific cues, rather

than a global approach to speech categorization.

However, continuous encoding of a specific acoustic

cue may not be a sufficient condition for the appearance of

gradiency at the level of responses—there are small but reli-

able influences of domain general cognitive abilities.

Specifically, Kapnoula et al. (2017) found that working

memory (measured by an n-back task) was a significant pre-

dictor of VAS slope, with higher working memory scores

predicting more gradient VAS responses [see also Kim et al.
(2020)]. This finding points to a mediating role of working

memory; even when cue encoding is gradient, the mainte-

nance of this gradiency depends on working memory.

Looking at a different aspect of executive function,

Kapnoula and McMurray (2021) found that participants

with better inhibitory control (measured by a spatial Stroop

task) showed more gradient VAS responding. This finding

again points to a modulatory role of inhibitory control;

higher gradiency may lead to the parallel activation of mul-

tiple representations, but then better inhibitory control is

needed to flexibly manage these activations and allow for

gradiency to be reflected in the response. Together, these

results suggest that speech gradiency stems from continuous

encoding of acoustic cues but needs to be maintained to

appear at the level of VAS responding.

Yet/however, what exactly is the functional role of gra-

diency in spoken language processing? For example, it has

been suggested that gradient speech perception may allow

for more flexible processing of the speech input (Clayards

et al., 2008; Kleinschmidt and Jaeger, 2015; McMurray

et al., 2002; Miller, 1997). The VAS can help us address

this question too by using an individual differences

approach. First, higher sensitivity to subcategorical detail

(i.e., higher gradiency) may allow listeners to more flexibly

combine different speech cues. Indeed, there are now sev-

eral studies showing that higher gradiency is linked to

higher use of secondary cues (at least for some contrasts;

Kapnoula et al., 2017; Kapnoula et al., 2021; Kapnoula and

McMurray, 2021; Kim et al., 2020; Kong and Edwards,

2016).

Taking a different approach, Kapnoula et al. (2021)

used a VAS task along with a VWP task aimed at measuring

listeners’ ability to recover from lexical garden paths

(McMurray et al., 2009): participants heard words like

parricade, where the initial sound (p) could be a /b/, a /p/,

or anything in between. In critical trials, listeners would ini-

tially activate a lexical competitor and then had to revise

this decision after hearing the word offset. Kapnoula et al.
(2021) found that listeners did not differ in their initial
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commitment to lexical competitors, but when the acoustic

distance between stimulus and target was large, gradient lis-

teners were more likely to recover from initial errors. This

shows that gradiency allows for higher flexibility at

“juggling” lexical representations, thus, facilitating spoken

language processing when such flexibility is needed.

One particularly promising direction is the use of the

VAS in assessing the role of speech gradiency in the con-

text of bi-/multilingualism and L2 learning. A common

assumption is that non-native speech sounds are assimilated

to similar-sounding L1 categories and this assimilation hin-

ders the learning of non-native speech contrasts (Best and

Tyler, 2007; Kuhl, 1991). Therefore, one may predict that

more gradiency in L1 should lead to weaker assimilation of

L2 speech sounds, thus, facilitating the learning of a new

phonology. In line with this rationale, Kim et al. (2020)

used the VAS to measure individual differences in phoneme

categorization gradiency, which they related to listeners’

ability to adapt to unfamiliar vowel categories. The results

showed that listeners were able to adapt to the new catego-

ries, but gradiency was not a significant predictor of this

ability. One possible reason for this null effect is that the

critical categories were vowels, which are likely to be proc-

essed more gradiently by all listeners (Fry et al., 1962)—

that is, maybe there is not enough individual variability in

that measure. In contrast, preliminary results by Kapnoula

and Samuel (2021), also using the VAS, suggest that gra-

diency in a consonant contrast (b/p) is positively linked to

L2 proficiency.

Developmental work on speech categorization and pro-

duction is also likely to benefit from the use of the VAS.

The main advantage here comes from the fact that children’s

phonological categories and speech processes are still devel-

oping, exacerbating the need to detect subtle, fine-grained

differences. For example, Munson et al. (2010) asked listen-

ers to rate children’s /s/ and /h/ utterances using a VAS and

compared the ratings to transcription data. They found that

even when /h/ and /s/ productions were similarly transcribed

as [s], they were rated as significantly different by VAS

raters. This result highlights the sensitivity of the VAS task

to small differences in children’s productions.

Apart from assessing speech in typical populations, the

VAS has also proved useful in clinical work. In a recent

study, Meyer and Munson (2021) asked more- and less-

experienced speech and language pathologists/therapists

(SLPs/SLTs) to rate children’s utterances using a VAS task.

The critical finding was that more experienced speech pro-

fessionals tended to give fewer intermediate ratings (i.e.,

they used the scale end points more). This pattern is para-

doxical given that gradient ratings reflect richer, more fine-

grained information that can be used to guide well-tailored

clinical interventions. As a result, this finding highlights the

need to better understand what exactly drives this reduced

sensitivity and to explore ways in which we can promote the

use of continuous rating scales by clinicians at all levels of

experience [see also Abur et al. (2019), who show that the

VAS is a good measure of sentence intelligibility for

speakers with Parkinson’s disease, as well as Xue et al.
(2021), who provide extensive support for the VAS as way

of assessing intelligibility of pathological speech].

The aforementioned findings speak to the value of the

VAS as a tool for basic research on the fundamental mecha-

nisms of speech categorization and related fields like bilingual-

ism, L2 learning, speech development, and communications

disorders. In fact, we believe this value to go even beyond the

current ways in which the VAS is used. For example, as we

mentioned earlier, recent work shows that the critical space in

which effects of gradiency appear to be the most robust is on/

near category boundaries (Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021).

This suggests that we need indices that zoom in on the bound-

ary region to better assess perceptual warping. It is an open

question whether current VAS indices are doing that in an

optimal way. For example, currently, gradiency is estimated

mainly based on the VAS slope, which is calculated from par-

ticipants’ pattern of ratings across the continuum. An alterna-

tive approach could be to focus on each participant’s boundary

and extract an estimate of how much their actual ratings devi-

ate from what would be expected if we assumed a fully gradi-

ent function. That is, any deviation from that should, in

principle, reflect the degree to which a participant is attracted

to the end points (i.e., due to perceptual warping) at their very

boundary—where such effects should be at their zenith [see

Kapnoula and Samuel (2021) for an example].

One last point is that currently VAS data are most com-

monly analyzed using logistic-shaped functions; however,

this is not an intrinsic property of the task. That is, the VAS

is by its very nature flexible in allowing listeners to use it as

they wish, and, as a result, the observed rating patterns can

have different shapes. This property of the VAS makes it a

potentially excellent tool for testing different theories

regarding the underlying categorization processes. For

instance, we can generate theoretically based assumptions

about what the response curve should look like under differ-

ent theories and assess/compare them using VAS data.

X. CONSIDERATIONS WHEN IMPLEMENTING
THE VAS

The basic design of the VAS is straightforward: partici-

pants see a scale (typically a line along the center of a

screen) with end points marked. A stimulus is presented,

and the participants mark on the line where they think that

stimulus falls between the end points. However, it is critical

to carefully consider the exact implementation to avoid bias-

ing participant responses and to maximize the validity of the

measure. First, the way that end points are marked could

affect performance. In particular, end points should be obvi-

ously identified for the population in question. If using the

VAS with young children, text end points might not be clear

to all participants. Instead, stimuli could be embedded in

words (beach-peach), and then images can be used to repre-

sent the end points. It may be necessary to explicitly identify

the end points to participants before trials begin. There may

also be a benefit in varying the sides of the scale used for

each end point to avoid biases to certain sides of the display.
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Second, the visual scale on the screen should not

include obvious anchor points, such as hashes at the end

points or in the center. These kinds of markers could affect

responses as a form of anchoring (Paul-Dauphin et al.,
1999). Ideally, the scale line should have no markers what-

soever, and if possible, even a cursor should be avoided, as

its initial location could bias responses. A touchscreen moni-

tor can be used to present the scale without any visual indi-

cators and allow participants to respond easily without the

need for preset markers—a marker can be placed after regis-

tering a touch response.

Finally, it is essential to explain the task extremely

clearly. The VAS is not an ecologically typical task for par-

ticipants, so it is important to ensure they understand how to

use the response scale. Practice trials and trials with non-

speech items (e.g., a visual continuum) can help orient the

participant to the nature of the task. In particular, care

should be taken to use clear and accessible instructions

when using the task to compare populations. For example,

in a developmental study, it is important that younger partic-

ipants fully understand the task. Related to this, the task

should be explained in exactly the same way across partici-

pants, including both verbal/written instructions and gestur-

ing, given that any deviations could bias participants’

behavior. Similarly, when using the task cross-linguistically,

the instructions should be carefully aligned between lan-

guages to ensure that all groups approach the task with a

similar understanding.

XI. LIMITATIONS

The VAS overcomes several limitations of previous

methods. It separates speech categorization from response

mapping and allows estimation of the gradiency of categori-

zation with fewer trials, and individual trials can be mean-

ingfully interpreted. However, the task is not without its

own limitations. First, it is possible that participants might

adopt a different processing strategy because of the scale—

as 2AFC might encourage participants to dichotomize their

representations, the VAS might cue them to more closely

attend to subcategorical differences. As a result, listeners’

general approaches to using continuous rating scales may

shape the responses, independent of the actual speech con-

tent. Some work suggests that the strongest form of this con-

cern is unlikely; listeners’ response functions in the VAS do

not usually correlate with their use of the scale for a visual

continuum (e.g., images ranging from apple to pear)

(Kapnoula et al., 2021; Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021). In

addition, it is noteworthy that correlations of VAS slopes

within participants are higher for acoustically similar con-

tinua (e.g., labial and alveolar stops) compared to dissimilar

ones (e.g., labial stops and fricatives; Kapnoula et al., 2017;

Kapnoula et al., 2021; Kapnoula and McMurray, 2021).

Together, these patterns suggest that listeners do not adopt a

particular scaling strategy to use for the task in general.

However, the broader concern that they may be cued to

attend differently to the perceptual information remains a

necessary area for future research.

The VAS might also inadvertently increase memory

demands relative to 2AFC, depending on how a listener cat-

egorizes stimuli and maps them to response options. If lis-

teners first make category judgments, and thereafter convert

these to goodness ratings to perform the VAS task, they

might have to rely more heavily on working memory repre-

sentations of the stimuli. This could lead to increased warp-

ing toward category identity in working memory. However,

even with such increased warping, the VAS would still be

better equipped to assess whether continuous detail persists

than in a more rapid response task that forces dichotomous

responding. Nevertheless, future research should investigate

whether the VAS entails such additional processing stages,

perhaps by comparing RTs between the 2AFC and VAS

tasks.

Furthermore, much of current research using the VAS

has been conducted with English monolingual normal-

hearing adults, and the range of phonetic contrasts on which

VAS has been used is still very limited. This raises the pos-

sibility that the appropriateness of different VAS measures

may vary depending on the population and stimuli used. For

example, in Spanish, the /b/-/p/ contrast is based on the

presence/absence of pre-voicing. Given that this cue may

function more like a presence/absence than a continuous dif-

ference, this may drive listeners to pay less attention to

within-category differences, even when these are perceiv-

able. Consequently, this may lead them to treat the VAS

almost like a 2AFC [see also van Alphen and McQueen

(2006)]. Indeed, preliminary data from Spanish speakers are

in line with this, showing that, in contrast to English speak-

ers, VAS slopes in this population are significantly corre-

lated with 2AFC slopes (Kapnoula and Samuel, 2021).

Interpretation of the VAS relies on estimating parame-

ters of the categorization functions for individual listeners.

This process is non-trivial. In particular, although the VAS

requires fewer trials than tasks with dichotomous

responses, it still may require substantial repetitions to reli-

ably model these parameters. Tools like Bayesian nonlin-

ear models, which simultaneously estimate group- and

individual-level estimates, can help (see https://osf.io/

q39yt/), but proper statistical analyses for the VAS remain

an open area of inquiry.

The VAS also introduces interpretive challenges in the

need to consider multiple parameters simultaneously. In par-

ticular, slope should be considered in light of response vari-

ability to determine whether shallow slopes arise from use

of the entire scale or inconsistent use of end points. This

combination is not entirely straightforward, however. A

steep slope is predicated on low response variability,

whereas a shallow slope can have low or high variability.

This heteroscedasticity may make it more challenging to use

an interaction term to interpret the effect. Instead, other

methods, such as latent profile analysis or multivariate

regression or analysis of variance (ANOVA), may be appro-

priate for modeling the two-dimensional space.
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Finally, it is important to recognize that the VAS is far

removed from ecological speech perception—the task inher-

ently asks participants to make metalinguistic judgments to

assess an intermediate stage of language processing. This is

necessarily true of any task that asks for sub-lexical judg-

ments. However, such laboratory tasks are often necessary

to isolate processes of speech categorization from higher-

order processes. In this, the VAS better isolates these tasks

from response-mapping processes that are engendered by

the 2AFC task. The VAS, thus, offers insight into the nature

of processes that serve as one component of the larger lan-

guage processing system.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

Speech categorization requires a listener to accommo-

date variability in acoustic realizations of spoken stimuli.

However, this plays out across multiple cognitive pro-

cesses, including auditory encoding, categorization, and

response generation, as well as external processes like

memory, executive function, and attention. Classic mea-

sures of speech categorization conflate these processes

under an assumption that identification using discrete

choices is a straightforward representation of the full cate-

gorization process. We have demonstrated why identifica-

tion tasks are unable to discriminate between different

processes that can produce the same behavioral outcomes.

The field needs tasks that are better able to embrace the

multifaceted nature of speech categorization. The VAS is

a promising candidate for this. This task offers insights

into several aspects of speech categorization, including

dissociations between encoding, categorization, and

response generation.
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1See McMurray and Haskins Laboratories (2022) for discussion of why the

steepness of identification curves can be misleading.
2Which is probably necessary for any experiment.
3Because all speech perception tasks need an unintelligible acronym.
4See supplementary material at https://www.scitation.org/doi/suppl/

10.1121/10.0015201 for a short video of the task.

5There are various ways that these parameters can be estimated and inter-

preted. Example code to estimate these parameters is available at https://

osf.io/4atgv/ (version 31 or later) as a way to help guide analysis and dem-

onstrate our approach. However, other methods may prove more appropri-

ate with further research.
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